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Experimental investigation of the initial regime in fingering electrodeposition:
Dispersion relation and velocity measurements
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Recently a fingering morphology, resembling the hydrodynamic Saffman-Taylor instability, was identified in
the quasi-two-dimensional electrodeposition of copper. We present here measurements of the dispersion rela-
tion of the growing front. The instability is accompanied by gravity-driven convection rolls at the electrodes,
which are examined using particle image velocimetry. While at the anode the theory presented by Chazalviel
et al. @J. Electroanal. Chem.407, 61 ~1996!# describes the convection roll, the flow field at the cathode is more
complicated because of the growing deposit. In particular, the analysis of the orientation of the velocity vectors
reveals some lag of the development of the convection roll compared to the finger envelope.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is sometimes believed that all interesting phenomen
the universe happen at interfaces@1#. Following this line of
thought, we believe that the study of the dynamics of int
faces provides a key for understanding generic feature
nonequilibrium phenomena. The electrochemical deposi
of metals from aqueous solutions in quasi-two-dimensio
geometries is an easily accessible growth phenomeno
such an interface. The emerging structures show a broad
riety of growth patterns including fractals, seaweed, or d
drites. For a recent review see Ref.@2# and references
therein.

The focus of this paper is on the electrodeposition of fi
ger deposits@3#: after the addition of a small amount of a
inert electrolyte, such as sodium sulfate, to a copper sul
solution, the morphology of copper deposits changes fro
typical fractal or dense-branched red copper structure
some fine-meshed texture with a fingerlike envelope. Fig
1 gives an example of the early stage of a deposit form
under these circumstances. The underlying mechanism is
lieved to be qualitatively understood. The increase of
electric conductivity enables alternative reaction paths s
as the reduction of H2O. The resulting increase of thepH
value triggers the formation of a copper hydroxide g
@Cum(OH)n

(2m2n)1# in front of the advancing deposit@4,5#.
When considering that the fluid between the copper filame
contains no gel, the ensuing situation resembles the Saffm
Taylor instability, where a more viscous fluid is pushed b
less viscous one and their interface develops the same typ
fingering ~see Ref.@6# for a recent survey!.

The Saffman-Taylor instability is strongly influenced b
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the surface tension of the interface. In this paper we use
idea to measure the strength of an effective surface ten
associated with the hydrogel-water interface by analyzing
dispersion relation. It should be remarked that the nature
surface tension between miscible fluids is still an active a
of research@7#.

Another necessary ingredient for the occurrence of fing
are density-driven convective currents in front of the gro
ing deposit. If convection is suppressed by turning the el
trodeposition cell in a vertical configuration, fingers are
longer formed@4,5#. For this reason it appears to be essen
to understand the nature of the convection field in our
periment, which we examine using particle image veloci
etry ~PIV!.

The organization of the paper is the following: In Sec.
we introduce the experimental setups. Section III is devo
to the dispersion relations, with Sec. III A covering som
technical aspects and Sec. III B presenting the measured
persion relations and analyzing the results for a textu
electrode. In Sec. IV we discuss the PIV measurements:

i-

FIG. 1. The finger morphology 403 s after the start of the e
periment. The solid black line at the bottom of the image is
cathode. The width of the image corresponds to 22.1 mm.
deposit was grown in a cell of 250mm thickness, the applied po
tential was 15 V. The electrolyte contained 50 mM CuSO4 and 4
mM Na2SO4.
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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IV A is devoted to the anode while Sec. IV B summarizes o
results for the cathode. Finally, Sec. V contains our conc
sions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS

The electrodeposition is performed in a cell with tw
glass plates of 838 cm2 area as side walls. Two paralle
copper wires~99.9%, Goodfellow! separated by a distance o
4 cm serve as electrodes and spacers. Their diametd
ranges between 125mm and 300mm. Figure 2~a! shows a
sketch of this setup. We use a coordinate system where tx
axis is parallel to the electrode, the y axis points from
cathode to the anode, and thez axis is perpendicular to the
glass plates.

The space between the electrodes is filled with an aque
solution of 50 mM CuSO4 and 4 mM Na2SO4 for the mea-
surements of the dispersion relations and 50 mM CuSO4 and
7 mM Na2SO4 for the PIV experiments. All solutions ar
prepared from Merck p.a. chemicals in nondeaerated u
pure H2O.

All measurements are performed with constant~within
0.4%! potential between the electrodes ranging between 1
and 19 V. The average current density is below 35 mA/c2.

The two targets of our investigation require two differe
ways of illumination@sketched in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!# and
image acquisition~summarized in Table I!. Since the mea-
surements of the dispersion relation demand a high sp
resolution we used a Kodak Megaplus 6.3i charge-coup
device~CCD! camera with 307032048 pixel mounted on a
Nikkor SLR macro lens with 105 mm focal length and
spacer ring. To take full advantage of the spatial resolution
7.9mm per pixel it was necessary to employ a Ko¨hler illu-

FIG. 2. ~a! Electrodeposition cell with finger deposit and o
choice of the coordinate system.~b! Side view of the illumination
with shining-through light used for the measurements of the dis
sion relation. Figure 1 was taken that way.~c! Side view of the dark
field microscopy used for the PIV. Figure 3 gives an example of
illumination technique. The ovals inside the cell indicate the c
vection rolls.
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mination@8# using filtered light with a wavelength of 405 nm
from a tungsten lamp. Images are taken in intervalsDtaq of
5 s and are directly transferred with a frame-grabber card
the hard disk of a personal computer~PC!.

To visualize the velocity field inside the cell, we adde
latex tracer particles to the electrolyte. We used partic
with 0.3mm diameter, which stay suspended due to Brow
ian motion. Since we cannot resolve these particles with
optical system, we used dark-field microscopy: only lig
scattered from objects inside the cell falls into the lens. F
ure 3 gives an example, the white area at the bottom re
sents the growing deposit, the points above correspon
tracer particles.

We did not observe electro-osmosis as reported in R
@9#, but the particles show some tendency to coagulate
settle to the bottom plate. This problem is handled in la
stages of the image processing.

Images were acquired using an Olympus SZH stereo
croscope and a Sony XC 77RR CE CCD camera w
5123512 pixels that resulted in a spatial resolution of 17mm
per pixel.Dtaq was 2 s and images were also directly tran
ferred to a PC.

r-

s
-

TABLE I. Image acquisition systems used in the experimen
setups.

CCD camera Pixel Optical system ResolutionDtaq

DR Kodak x:3070 Nikkor 105/2.8 7.9mm 5 s
Megaplus 6.3i y:2048 SLR lens

PIV Sony x:512 Olympus SZH 17mm 2 s
XC 77RR CE y:512 microscope

FIG. 3. Part of an image taken in dark-field microscopy. On
light scattered from the deposit or the tracer particles is visible. T
width corresponds to 3.4 mm.~Cell thickness, 300mm; applied
potential, 12 V; solution, 50 mM CuSO4 and 7 mM Na2SO4.!
7-2
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III. DISPERSION RELATION

To characterize the instability of a pattern forming sy
tems there is a quite common method: starting with the u
form system, one adds a small sinusoidal perturbation
wave numberk and amplitudeA0 and investigates its tempo
ral evolution. As long as the system is in the linear regi
the perturbation will grow or shrink exponentially,

A~k,t !5A0es(k)t. ~1!

The dependence of the growth rates on the wave numberk
is called dispersion relation.

In the context of electrodeposition dispersion relatio
have been measured for the initial phase of compact@10# and
ramified@11# growth and calculated to explain the stability
the dense radial morphology@12#.

A. Image processing

In order to measure the dispersion relation the first ste
to track down the temporal evolution of the front: in th
image taken at timet we identify for each columnx the
heighth(x,t) of the deposit. This is done in two steps. Fir
we search for the pair of pixels with the highest gray va
gradient in each column. Second, we perform a subpixel
terpolation by calculating the point of inflexion betwee
these two pixels. By evaluating a stationary edge, we co
demonstrate that the error of this algorithm is smaller th
0.1 pixel. However, the random fine structure of the depo
acts like the addition of shot noise toh(x,t). We try to miti-
gate this effect by applying a median filter with 7 pixel wid
@13#. Figure 4 showsh(x,t) for four different times in an
experiment.

Our next aim is to do a Fourier decomposition ofh(x,t)
to examine the dynamics of the amplitudesA(t,m) of the

FIG. 4. Resulth(x,t) of the front tracking. The curve at th
bottom corresponds to the initial position of the cathode. Above
front at 156 s, 259 s, 362 s, and 466 s after the beginning of
experiment. The experiment is the same as the one presented in
1. The part of lengthw between the dashed lines was chosen by
cutout algorithm for further processing.
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individual modesm. Because our initial conditions are ran
dom noise, which can be understood as a superpositio
various modes with different wavelengthsl, we encounter a
leakage problem. We observe our system in a window
width w0. The ratiow0 /l of the dominant modes is almos
always fractional. This has a very unpleasant conseque
for the Fourier transformation, which computes the amp
tudes for integer mode numbers: power of the domin
modes is transferred to other less excited modes and s
the measurement of the growth rates there.

A common answer to this issue is the usage of a windo
ing function @14#, which does not eliminate leakage, but r
stricts it to neighboring mode numbers. The price to be p
is that this leakage will now occur even ifw0 is a common
multiple of all wavelengths contained in the initial signal.

In this paper we use a different approach, which is illu
trated in Fig. 4. We cut out a part ofh(x,t) of width w and
offset o and use only this part for the subsequent analysio
and w, which are constant for the whole run of the expe
ment, are chosen such that the left and the right ends of
cutout have the same height,

h~o,t !2h~o1w,t !50 ~2!

and the same slope,

]h~o,t !

]x
2

]h~o1w,t !

]x
50. ~3!

Fulfilling Eqs. ~2! and ~3! for all times is for all practical
purposes identical to the statement thatw is a common mul-
tiple of all wavelengths contained inh(x,t), that is, the con-
dition under which no leakage occurs.

In practice, Eqs.~2! and~3! can be satisfied only approxi
mately. The algorithm followed to selecto andw minimizes
the sum over the height differences according to Eq.~2!
while it assures that the sum over the slope differences
cording to Eq.~3! does not exceed a threshold. The avera
height difference obtained in that way is<3 pixels while the

e
e
ig.

e

FIG. 5. Exponential growth of the Fourier modes. The wa
numbers are 6.9 cm21 ~circles! and 13.8 cm21 ~squares!. Only the
data points represented by filled symbols were included in the
with Eq. ~1!. The experiment is the same as in Fig. 4.
7-3
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slope difference threshold is 1 pixel/pixel, both values cor
spond to the noise level ofh(x,t). The final step is a standar
Fourier decomposition of the cutout parts ofh(x,t).

B. Results

For each Fourier amplitude we tried to fit the tempo
evolution with the exponential growth law given by Eq.~1!.
Figure 5 gives examples of two modes, corresponding to
experiment displayed in Fig. 4. The time interval for t
exponential fits is indicated by the solid symbols. The s
time is set by the time the hydrogel layer needs to build
before that point no instability or destabilization of the gro
ing interface is clearly evidenced. In the experiment sho
in Fig. 4 this point corresponds to an elapsed time of ab
150 s. However, some modes need longer time until they
grown to an amplitude that can be distinguished from
measurement background noise. At the other end the fi
limited by the onset of deviations from the exponent
growth law due to nonlinear effects becoming important.

FIG. 6. Dependence of the dispersion relation on the app
potential. Filled circles correspond to experiments performed ap
ing 15 V, open circles applying 19 V. Cell thickness was 250mm in
both cases. All data sets are averaged over three experiments,
bars give the standard deviation of the mean value.

FIG. 7. Growing deposit at the textured electrode. Images w
taken~a! 51 s,~b! 82 s,~c! 142 s,~d! 202s after the beginning of th
experiment. The width of the images corresponds to 15.8 mm.~Ap-
plied potential, 15 V; cell thickness, 155mm; solution, 50 mM
CuSO4 and 7 mM Na2SO4.!
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To test the dependence of the dispersion relation on
applied potential, we performed measurements with 15
and 19 V using electrodes of 250mm diameter. The results
are displayed in Fig. 6, each is averaged over three exp
ments. Both dispersion relations show a limited band of po
tive amplitude growth rates withk between zero andkcrit and
a wave numberkmax where the growth rate is maximal.

The increase ofU from 15 V to 19 V is accompanied by
an increase of the average growth velocityv from 13.3mm/s
to 15.9mm/s. The distinct shift ofkmax to higher wave num-
bers is in conformity with measurements of the number
incipient fingers as a function ofv reported in Ref.@4#. The
decrease ofkcrit could originate from a change of the phys

d
y-

rror

re

FIG. 8. Temporal evolution of the Fourier amplitudes measu
with the textured electrode. The data belong to the experiment
played in Fig. 7. The wave numbers are 3.5 cm21 ~squares! and
62.6 cm21 ~circles!. Data points represented by filled symbo
were included in the fits with Eq.~1!.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the dispersion relation on the cell thi
ness. Open circles were measured in cells withd5250mm, open
squares in cells withd5125mm. The closed circles give the resul
of the textured electrode (d5155mm). The solid line is a fit of Eq.
~4! to the growth rates of the textured electrode. Applied poten
was 15 V in all cases. All data sets are averaged over three ex
ments, error bars give the standard deviation of the mean valu
7-4
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INITIAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 041607
cochemical properties of the copper hydrogel.
Negative ‘‘growth rates’’ can only be measured if the in

tial amplitude of the corresponding mode is strong enou
To enforce this we prepared a textured electrode that sti
lates the initial growth at a wave number of 62.8 cm21. It
consists of a synthetic substrate with 120mm of height with
a 35mm copper plating. The copper layer was etched to
rive a comblike structure with copper stripes of width 0.
mm and spacings of 0.25 mm. Islands of growing depo
evolve at the tips of the copper stripes and amalgamate
some time. Figure 7 gives an example. The temporal ev
tion of two Fourier modes of this experiment is shown
Fig. 8.

The dispersion relation of the textured electrode is d
played in Fig. 9 together with results for cell thickness
125mm and 250mm. Within the scope of our experimenta
errors no influence ofd is observable. In principle, a decrea
of d is accompanied by a decrease of the surface ten
forces, which should result in a higherkcrit . However, as
discussed in Sec. IV convection will also be significan
reduced. This will result in a steeper transition between
hydrogel and the electrolyte, which increases the surface
sion g @15#. Presumably these two effects cancel each ot

While we are not claiming that the Saffman-Taylor d
persion relation

s5
~hgel2hH2O!v

hgel1hH2O
k2

d2g

12~hgel1hH2O!
k3 ~4!

gives a full explanation of this fingering phenomenon, we
believe that it captures the essentials of the physical me
nism, especially the damping effects due to an effective
face tension. Therefore, we performed a fit of Eq.~4! to the
dispersion relation of the textured electrode, which is sho
in Fig. 9. As results we find a viscosity of the hydrogelhgel
of 2.431023 kg/ms that is about twice the viscosity of wat
hH2O. The effective surface tensiong turns out to be 3.5

31027 N/m. This is about five magnitudes lower than t
surface tension at the water-air interface, which is presu
ably due to the fact that the gel and water are miscible flu

IV. VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS

Electrodeposition is often accompanied by buoyan
driven convection rolls@9,16–22#. The driving force for the
convection are the concentration changes at the electrode
the anode the ion concentration and, therefore, the densi
the electrolyte increases. While it descends, lighter bulk
lution flows in and a convection roll as sketched in Fig. 2~c!
starts to grow.

To visualize the growing deposit in thex-y plane, we
observe the cells from above. As apparent from Fig. 2~c! the
plane defined by the convection roll is they-z plane. This
results in the uncomfortable situation, that the obser
tracer particles move simultaneously towards and away f
the electrode, which obviates the use of standard correla
techniques@23# for the PIV.

We, therefore, developed a software package capabl
keeping track of the motion of individual particles. This
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done in two steps. First we identify the particles in ea
image and insert their center of mass into a database. T
we construct contiguous histories for individual particles u
ing five consecutive time steps. In this way we are able
measure thevx andvy components of the flow. The softwar
is published under the GNU Public License and can
downloaded from@24#.

A. Anode results

All velocity measurements were performed in cells w
thicknessd5300mm applying a potential of 12 V. At the
anode a convection roll is clearly visible: while having n
relevant velocity component in thex direction, the tracer
particles in a distinct zone move towards or away from
electrode. Figure 10 gives thevy components of all particles
detected in one image as a function of their distancey to the
anode.

Due to the big depth of focus of our optical system, w
observe particles in all heightsz of the cell simultaneously.
As the particle velocity is a function ofz, we find for a given
y all velocities between6vmax(y,t).

1. Theory

It is known that some time after the start of an experim
vertical diffusion starts to smear out the concentration diff
ences between the flows to and away from the electro
Chazalviel and co-workers@19# proposed a two-dimensiona
description for this diffusion-hindered spreading~DHS! re-
gime. The velocity component perpendicular to the electro
vy should obey@25#

vy~y,z,t !5k1F S 12
y

k2At
D 1/2

2
1

12S 12
y

k2At
D 3/2G

3S z32z
d2

4 D ~5!

FIG. 10. Particle velocities at the anode after 888 s. Partic
with positivevy are moving away from, with negativevy towards
the anode. Only particles lying outside the solid lines were con
ered for the calculation of an average velocityvavg. The dashed line
is a fit of Eq. ~10! to vavg(y,t). The applied potential is 12 V, the
cell thickness is 300mm.
7-5
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with

k1513.1S ima

]r

]c
g

zcF~ma1mc!h
D 1/3

D1/3

d8/3
~6!

and

k250.222S ima

]r

]c
g

zcF~ma1mc!h
D 1/3

d4/3

D1/6
, ~7!

i denotes the current density@(2563) mA/cm2#, ]r/]c is
the dependence of the density on the ion concentrat
which we measured to be (0.15660.008) kg/mol for CuSO4
by using a density measurement instrument DMA 5000 fr
Anton Paar.ma andmc represent the mobility of the anion
(8.331028 m2/sV) and cations (5.631028 m2/sV), respec-
tively. F is the Faraday constant (9.63104 As/
mol), g is the acceleration due to gravity, andzc is the
charge number of the cation.h represents the dynamic vis
cosity (1023 kg/ms) of the solution andD the ambipolar dif-
fusion constant (8.6310210m2/s for CuSO4 @26#!. Because
D and h are weakly concentration dependent, we ass
them errors of 10% in the subsequent calculations, furthe
we assume a 5% error in the determination ofd. Equation~5!
assumes that the glass plates are atz56d/2 andy50 at the
anode.

Within this theory the extensionL of the convection roll is
given by the point wherevy(y,t) drops to zero,

L5k2At. ~8!

The maximal velocity vmax occurs at the heightsz
56d/2A3, in the immediate neighborhood of the electro
(y50), and is time independent,

vmax50.63S ima

]r

]c
gdD

zcF~ma1mc!h
D 1/3

. ~9!

However, the authors state that due to problems with
boundary conditions at the electrode their solution might
be applicable in the region 0,y,d.

2. Test of the theory

In principle, the theory should describe directly our e
perimental results, however, due to the uncertainties in
parameters we decided to perform a fit. Because we mea
a two-dimensional projection of velocities, we concentr
on an average velocityvavg(y,t), which we calculate from all
particles with absolute velocities of at least half the veloc
of the fastest particle in this distance. In Fig. 10 this cor
sponds to all particles not lying between the two solid lin
This restriction is necessary to remove the contribution
particles that have already settled to the bottom glass pl

From Eq.~5! we derive our fit function:
04160
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vavg~y,t !5v0F S 12
y

L D 1/2

2
1

12S 12
y

L D 3/2G . ~10!

The fit of Eq. ~10! to vavg(y,t) is successful for the whole
run of the experiment, especially the roll lengthL is deter-
mined very precisely. Figure 11 illustrates the temporal e
lution of L obtained from the fit. After 70 sv0,exp becomes

FIG. 11. LengthL of the convection roll at the anode.L was
determined by fittingvavg(y,t) with Eq. ~10!. The two fits to the left
and right of the dashed line have slopes of 0.760.01 and 0.543
60.001 where the errors are the asymptotic standard errors de
from the covariance matrix of the fit@27#. The experiment is the
same as presented in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. Comparison of the flow behavior at the two electrod
under identical experimental conditions. Filled circles correspon
the anode~Fig. 11!, open circles to the cathode~Fig. 13!. Part ~a!
shows the temporal evolution of the overall lengthL of the convec-
tion roll. Part ~b! gives the temporal evolution of the maximal ve
locity in y direction inside the rolls. The solid lines are fits to a
data points witht.100 s.
7-6
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constant at a value of (24.760.5)mm/s. Integrating Eq.~5!
yields v0,theo5(30.862.1)mm/s.

The next step is testing Eq.~8!, which predicts the growth
law of L. A fit of our experimentalL for times greater than 75
s using equationL(t)5k2,f i t t

b yields a slope of 0.543
60.001, which is slightly above the square root law su
gested by Eq.~8!. Higher exponents have also been repor
by other groups. Argoulet al. @20# found 0.5660.01 and
Dengraet al. @22# measured 0.5460.02. The coefficientk2,f i t
was found to be (14161) mm/s1/2. If we insert our experi-
mental parameters in Eq.~7! we obtain k25(134
612) mm/s1/2 in agreement with the fit.

Figure 12~b! shows the experimental results for the ma
mal fluid velocity, which is located in the vicinity of the
anode. A sharp rise at the beginning of the experimen
followed by a slightly inclined plateau. A linear fit yields
velocity of (25.560.1)mm/s for t50, which increases at a
rate of 1% per minute. Inserting the experimental parame
into Eq. ~9! results in a constant velocity of (37.
62.5)mm/s. This discrepancy can be attributed to the u
physical boundary conditions used in the model.

Summarizing, it can be stated that the theory presente
Ref. @19# provides a qualitatively and semiquantitative
good description of the anodic convection roll in the DH
regime.

3. Initial phase of development

Apart from the DHS regime, Fig. 11 also shows a grow
law L;t0.7 for times between 12 s and 75 s. The exponen
0.760.01 indicates a faster growth originating from a diffe
ent mechanism. In the very beginning of an experiment c
vective fluid transport is faster than the diffusive equalizat
between the copper ion enriched electrolyte and the b
electrolyte. Therefore, the concentrated electrolyte at
electrode sinks down and spreads along the bottom p
without significant mixing. In this so-called immiscible flui
~IF! regime the lengthL of the convection zone is expecte
to grow with t4/5. This has been shown for gravity curren
@28,29# and was successfully adapted for electrodeposi
@9,19#. As explained in detail below, the range of applicab
ity of this theory requires in our caseL,470mm, which is
out of our measured range. Thus we observe a transiti
period between the IF and the DHS regime and not the
regime itself.

To distinguish between the IF and the DHS regime a s
ing analysis based on the vertical diffusion time was used
Ref. @9#. We would like to advocate a different approac
using the similarity of the driving mechanism with the we
investigated case of a side heated box filled with fluid@30–
32#. While in this case the density changes are due to ther
expansion, there exist also two flow regimes: In the so-ca
convective regime, small layers of fluid spread along
confining plates with a stagnant core in the middle of
cell. The conductive regime is characterized by a cell filli
convection roll and isodensity lines that are almost vertic
These flows can be described by the Rayleigh number
5aDTrgd3/kh and the aspect ratioA5d/W. a is the ther-
mal expansion andk the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.W
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denotes the distance,DT the temperature difference betwee
hot and cold side walls. Boehrer@33# pointed out that RaA2,
which equals the ratio between the time scales for vert
diffusion and horizontal convection, is the dimensionle
control parameter of this transition. For high values of RaA2

one observes the convective regime, for small values
conductive one.

If we transfer this analysis to our situation, we have
substitute the thermal density differenceaDTr with the den-
sity difference due to concentration changes (]r/]c)c0 and
the thermal diffusivityk with the ambipolar diffusivityD.
This yields a concentration-dependent Rayleigh numberc
expressed by

Rac5

]r

]c
c0gd3

Dh
. ~11!

The aspect ratio is calculated using the length of the conv
tion roll: A5d/L. Analyzing the results presented in Fig. 1
of Ref. @9# this interpretation provides a necessary condit
given by

Rac A2.1000 ~12!

to observe the IF regime. In our experiment Rac A2 will only
be larger than 1000 forL,470mm, which is out of our
measured range.

B. Cathode results

At the cathode the situation is more complex due to
growing deposit. In Fig. 13 the solid line describes the po
tion of the most advanced point of the deposit in a width
2.3 mm inx direction, while the dotted line corresponds
the minimum in the same interval. The border of the conv
tion roll was measured using a threshold: the open circ
mark the foremost position, where thevy component of a
particle exceeded 4.3mm/s.

FIG. 13. Temporal evolution at the cathode. The solid line d
scribes the position of a finger tip, the dashed line of a neighbo
valley. The circles mark the leading edge of the convection roll. T
experimental conditions areU512 V andd5300mm.
7-7
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While the convection roll develops immediately, n
growth of the deposit is observable in the first 40 s, beca
the copper deposits in a planar compact way, which is
observable with our optical resolution. During this so-call
Sand’s time, the ion concentration at the cathode drop
zero, which subsequently destabilizes the planar gro
mode@20#.

In the next phase (40 s,t,280 s) a depth of the depos
~distance between the most advanced and most retarded
of the growing deposit! becomes measurable and fina
reaches a constant size. The advancing deposit significa
compresses the sizeL of the convection roll as given by th
distance between the dots and the solid line. Within this ti
interval the hydrogel layer is established, which can be s
by visual inspection.

The third phase (t.280 s) is characterized by the appea
ance of the finger development. The front minimum~dashed
line! and maximum~solid line! in Fig. 13 coincide with the
finger tip and the neighboring valley. The lengthL of the
convection roll in front of the finger tip tends to converge
a constant size, which has also been observed in the abs
of a gel @9,19,22#. The dispersion relations studied in Se
III B were obtained in this phase.

Figure 12 is devoted to a comparison between the fl
behavior at the two electrodes. The developments ofL dis-
played in Fig. 12~a! differ significantly from each other
However, the comparison of the maximal fluid velocities
Fig. 12~b! show similarities with respect to the absolu
value and the approximate temporal constance. The fit a
cathode yields a velocity of (23.660.3)mm/s for t50 s,
which decreases 0.9% per minute.

FIG. 14. Flow field at~a! 493 s and~b! 760 s after the beginning
of the experiment. All particles detected in one image with a vel
ity .4.8mm/s were included. Arrowheads have been omitted
clarity, the length of the lines corresponds to the way the partic
travel in 6 s. (U512 V, d5300mm.!
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From Fig. 12~a! we infer, that the theoretical descriptio
presented in Ref.@19# cannot be applied to the cathode. I
deed three prerequisites of the theory are not fulfilled. M
importantly, it does not consider the moving boundary ori
nating from the growth process. Moreover, this model c
lead to unphysical negative concentrations at the cathode
to its inherent simplifications. Finally, the theory is two
dimensional in they-z plane and, therefore, not able to d
scribe the influence of the ramified deposit, which evolves
the x-y plane.

Remarkably enough, our measurements show that
presence of hydrogel does not prevent convection. For a
ter understanding of the contribution of the flow field to t
finger morphogenesis, we visualize it in Fig. 14 for two d
ferent times of the same experiment. The solid line deno
the interface of the deposit, and the arrows indicate the
locity of individual particles. It is apparent that convection
restricted to a small zone in front of the growing deposit. T
hydrogel occurs also in the immediate vicinity of the fron
however, its extension could not be investigated in any de
here.

To examine the orientation of the flow field with respe
to the interface we first computed the distribution of t

-
r
s

FIG. 15. Angle histograms for the times~a! 3–97 s,~b! 493–
651 s, and~c! 730–918 s. The thin line gives the distribution of th
anglea between the velocity vectorv of a particle and they axis.
Prolongingv we determine the meeting point with the finger su
face. Its normal vector encloses the angleb with the y axis. The
thick line shows the distribution of the angle differencea2b.
These data correspond to the experiment presented in Fig. 14.
7-8
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anglea between the velocity vectorsvi of the particles and
the y axis. These data correspond to the thin lines shown
Fig. 15. The distribution clearly broadens with time and e
hibits two distinct maxima for the fully developed finge
analyzed in Fig. 15~c!.

Then we identified for each particle an associated poin
the finger envelope by prolongingvi . The angle between th
normal vector at this meeting point and they axis is labeled
b. The angle differencea2b is a measure for the mismatc
between the deposit and the convection roll and is displa
as the thick line in Fig. 15.

Figure 15~b! reveals that the convection field has a m
match of about 15 ° to the front during the initial phase
finger development. Thus we conclude that the developm
of the convection field lags behind the development of
front. After the fingers are fully developed, the convecti
field readjusts again perpendicularly to the interface
shown in Fig. 15~c!, which is a sign of the concentratio
gradient adapting to the geometry of the deposit.

Due to the lack of comparable measurements of ot
electrodeposition systems we can not judge if this effec
due to hydrogel or a generic feature of the cathodic conv
tion roll.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We measured the dispersion relation in the linear reg
of the finger morphology and their dependence on cell thi
ness and applied potential. By means of a textured electr
we were able to measure negative growth rates. The stri
feature of the smooth finger envelope is connected with
existence of a limited band of wave numbers between 0
kcrit with positive growth rates. The damping of all perturb
tions with higher wave numbers can be attributed to an
fective surface tension associated with a hydrogel bound
in front of the deposit. A fit of the dispersion relation yield
some estimates for the effective surface tension and the
cosity of the copper hydrogel.

Furthermore, we performed PIV measurement at b
electrodes. At the anode we could confirm thet1/2 growth
law for the lengthL of the convection roll. We determinedL
by fitting the suggested analytic expression for the veloc
re

J.

,

ie
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field and could, therefore, successfully test the model p
posed by Chazalviel and co-workers.

At the cathode the maximal fluid velocity inside the co
vection roll is of the same order as at the anode, but
temporal evolution ofL differs strongly. An analysis of the
orientation of the velocity vectors reveals the existence
some mismatch between the development of the convec
roll and the deposit front while the system is in the line
regime. In the fully developed finger regime, the veloc
vectors are again perpendicular to the envelope of the
posit.

Our results provide a reasonable explanation why in
absence of gravity-driven convection rolls the fingering
stability cannot be observed: without convective mixing, t
concentration gradient at the hydrogel interface can be
sumed to be steeper, which will increases the effective
face tension. In consequencekcrit shifts to smaller wave num
bers and the overall growth rates decrease, which
suppress the evolution of fingers.

An alternative explanation assumes two zones within
hydrogel layer. One part of the hydrogel in immediate vic
ity of the deposit will be mixed by the convection roll an
the consequential shear thinning will decrease its viscos
In front of it there is a zone of quiescent hydrogel of high
viscosity, at the interface between these two the instab
takes place. In this scenariokcrit is determined by the length
of the convection rollL.

A fully quantitative theoretical analysis remains to b
done.
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